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For the 
Defense is a familiar byword from the bright-
colored food advertisement in the nearest periodical 
to the echoing voice of the newsreporter on the 
radio. For the student home economist a plea for 
defense is a challenge beyond the protection of her 
own family or country. Her challenge concerns a 
universal defense. 
She is equipped with the clear facts scientists have 
accumulated through long years of painstaking ex-
perimentation. In the laboratory she has worked with 
those facts herself and has seen them adapted for 
practical progress toward an improved way of life. 
1n 
Because she has received this precious heritage of 
proven knowledge, because she has had this vision of 
the possibilities for a better world, she has also in-
herited a responsibility. The power to create health-
ier, richer homes is in her training. The children in 
those homes will be the men and women of tomor-
row's world. 
Her challenge is to defend those children. Her re-
sponsibility is to proceed with a tolerant, unpreju-
diced mind guiding those children along the finest 
physical, spiritual, and intellectual paths which her 
education has opened to her.-Editor. 
Young listeners have their own definite vzews 
a{Jout radio entertainment says Dorothy Gross 
W ITH the aid of the microphone, Miss Edith Sunderlin, instructor in the Child Develop-
ment Department, reads to a large fascinated audience 
of preschool children. This program, a tri-weekly 
feature of WOI, is one of the very few designed for 
youngsters of this age. 
Her mail brings letters from listeners ranging from 
the ages of three to eighty. Most of the requests for 
retelling stories come from children in letters written 
by the parents. Even one grandmother regularly ex-
presses her enjoyment of the program. 
A regular feature of NBC is a program in which 
the tables are turned and the adults ask the children 
questions. This novel quiz program has five public 
school children as its guests. Their ages range from 
In her tri-weekly broadcast, Miss Edith Sunderlin offers a pro· 
gmm of songs, stories and games for her youthful radio audience 
8 to 15, but they volunteer such amazing information 
that the baffled judges find printed answers of little 
use. 
Almost all of the 20,000 questions sent in each week 
to use on this program are far too easy for these alert, 
keen minds and fly-paper memories. These amazing 
children, with their unbelievable store of knowledge, 
come from homes on relief as well as from comfortable 
middle class homes. 
Radio listening has won a place at the top of chil-
dren's amusements, equaled only by motion pictures 
and comic papers. Baseball and football are the only 
sports that are able to claim a larger juvenile audience. 
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In some studies, it has been shown the average time 
that children spend at the radio each day is as high 
as two or more hours, the time varying with the 
locality. Children of high intelligence in a private 
school spend one-half as much time at the radio as do 
less privileged children of the city, according to recent 
study. 
A survey of 3,500 school children of New York City 
reveals radio's top position over adventure books, 
puzzles and piano playing. 
These children reserved no feelings in expressing a 
dislike for "too much love story." Many of the most 
popular programs were frowned upon by these young-
sters. They found them silly, impossible, not exciting 
and absurd. 
Both girls and boys dislike programs given entirely 
by chi ldren, while boys demand drama with adven-
ture and violence. Girls prefer crooners, movie star 
programs and "boy and girl" programs. 
Action and surprises are demanded by children. 
Program preferences vary 
some with the age of the child, 
but the needs of the mind 
should be the deciding fac-
tors. Exciting as well as edu-
cational is a travel story, while 
a peek into the lives of for-
eign people rounds out an 
expanding picture of the 
world. 
Children may regard some 
radio characters as real and 
some as fictional, but they are 
able to make distinctions at 
an early age. One little bov 
confided after listening to his 
favorite adventure program: 
"Of course the shark won't 
get him because he has to be 
back for the broadcast tomor-
row." 
The radio will present its 
problems in all homes. Par-
ents may worry about their 
children's attentiveness to these programs, but if it is 
not taken to the extreme, it affords pleasant com-
panionship on many occasions. A child finds the 
thrills through the radio that the generations before 
the birth of radio found in books. 
A few fantasies and thrillers are approved by some 
chi ld psychologists, however, the majority of these 
programs are not advised for continual listening. 
Parents must consider the emotional stability of 
their children in deciding which radio programs they 
should hear. When asked if ever frightened by a radio 
program, most children will say they have been, but 
if asked to tell about their unpleasant dreams and 
fears, radio will be mentioned by a very few and then 
as only one of many varied influences contributing to 
fear. Parents must consider individual personalities. 
The I ow a Homemaker 
d'!! 
Dorothy L. Conquest tells how new flavors 
in ice cream are developed for the public 
'-!AY "ice cream" to a child of your acquaint-
l) ance and he'll jump for joy. To him it's a 
wonderful dessert; to his elders it's also a nutri-
tious food. 
In college and factory laboratories, the mak-
ing of ice cream is being thoroughly investigated 
to improve the quality and taste. Iowa State 
College, with its large ice cream laboratories, is 
a leader in the research field. 
"Flavor's the thing" in ice cream, and there 
is opportunity for almost unlimited expansion 
in this direction. With natural fruit, nut and 
new synthetic flavors on the market, the home-
maker has her choice of a variety of flavors. 
Vanilla holds the all-time record for being the 
people's choice. The best vanilla flavoring is 
distilled from the natural bean. Manufacturers do 
not usually approve the use of synthetic vanilla 
flavoring. 
Chocolate comes second in the list of favorites. It 
shows, possibly, more variation in flavor than any 
other kind. 
Strawberry ice cream, although formerly ranking-
very high, has had its popularity somewhat decreased 
by the appearance of newer flavors. When made from 
frozen strawberries, it has been found to have a better 
flavor than that made with the fresh fruit. Explana-
tion of t~is fact is that froze~ fruit is usually vine-rip-
e~ed wh1le fresh strawbernes must of necessity be 
p1ck_ed green and are not always of the proper variety 
for Ice cream. 
From natural maple sugar comes the sirup used in 
making maple ice cream. Manufacturers are careful 
~o obtain the ~ater ~'runs" of sap as that gathered early 
m the season IS mamly sucrose. It contains few of the 
impurities to which maple sugar owes its characteristic 
flavor. 
So far, the most pleasing mint flavor for ice cream 
and sherbet is obtained from England where the sum-
mers are mild. The American mint has a more harsh 
flavor due to the hot dry summers. Chocolate chip 
january, I94I 
America's favorite dessert is also a favorite for this child. 
Fruit, nut and new synthetic flavors give a variety of choices 
ice cream combined with mint flavor is a recent favor-
ite. 
An unusual taste sensation is found in spicy pump-
kin ice cream, made by adding the spiced canned 
pumpkin to the mix. Candy-flavored ice creams have 
become popular. Toffee, butter caramel, chocolate 
nut fudge and pecan praline are included in the con-
fectionary flavors. 
N ut flavors have only recently won the approval of 
the general public. As the field rapidly expands, nut 
ice cream is becoming one of the major considerations 
of the Iowa State laboratories. The chief problem of 
nut ice cream is to have the nut crisp in the mix. This 
problem has been solved by a roasting process which 
involves immersing dry-roasted nuts into a bath of hot 
melted butter. 
There are limitations to the kinds of nuts which 
may be u sed in ice cream. Experience shows that wal-
nuts, pecans, pistachios, pignolias and Brazils meet 
the standards of pleasing, distinct flavor, as well as 
crispness and tenderness. Other nuts, the filbert, 
cashew, butternut and peanut, do not at present meet 
the taste standards. 
When the Crown Prince and Princess of Denmark 
(Continued on page IJ) 
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Presenting the 
Faculty members of Education and Child Develoj7ment 
Departments are reviewed by Margaret Kumlien Read 
LYDIA V. SWANSON, professor and head, in-
spires her students and staff 
with a fine philosophy of 
education of young children. 
Head of the department 
since 1936, she first came 
to Iowa State as instructor 
in 1924. 
While an undergraduate 
student at the University of 
Nebraska, she became inter-
ested in the field of child 
development through one 
semester's work at Merrill-
Palmer School, Detroit. Lat-
er, she was awarded a Laura 
Spelman Rockefeller fellow-
ship by the National Re-
search Council to study fur-
ther at that school and at 
Columbia. 
.'Hiss Sunderlin, ll1iss Lowenberg, Dr. Dawe, Miss Hipple, Dr. Vance, and Miss Swanson confer in 
I he nursery school. Endeavoring to give students a better understanding and afJpreciation of chil-
dren, this curriculum offers ojJportunity for observing youngsters in natuml everyday situations 
In 1931 she received her master of science degree 
from Iowa State. A member of many professional 
organizations, she also belongs to Omicron Nu, Phi 
Kappa Phi and Psi Chi. 
DR. HELEN C. DA WE, assistant professor, became 
interested in the field of child development through 
her undergraduate work in child psychology at Smith 
College. Her keen insight into motives of behavior 
makes her work with students in the study of older 
children interesting. 
She received a master of arts degree from Minne-
sota University in 1932 and her doctorate at the Uni-
versity of Iowa last August. In 1934 she worked with 
FERA emergency nursery schools and for the next 
two years taught at the University of Iowa, before 
working there as a research assistant for three years. 
She has been at Iowa State since 1939. 
Her publications include articles in professional 
magazines, co-authorship of a syllabus in nursery 
school education _and the book "Practice in Preschool 
Education." 
HELEN HIPPLE, instructor, thoroughly enjoys the 
youngest children and shares this pleasure with her 
students in the beginning course in child develop-
ment. 
She was graduated from Iowa State in 1933 and 
received her master of science degree from the Uni-
versity of Texas the next year. She has taught at 
Mississippi State Teachers' College, Hood College in 
Frederick, Maryland and at Mississippi State College 
for Women. 
She came to Iowa State in 1939 to teach nursery 
school and child development. Miss Hipple is a mem-
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bcr of Mortar Board, Phi Upsilon Omicron and Sigma 
Alpha Iota. 
MARIAM E. LOWENBERG, assistant professor of 
foods and nutrition and child development, is widely 
known as an authQrity on feeding young children. 
She has written two books, "Food for the Young 
Child," and "Your Child's Food," published last 
year. Other writing includes leaflets and articles in 
professional and women's magazines. 
She received a bachelor of philosophy degree at the 
University of Chicago in 1918 and a master's degree 
at Iowa State College in 1929. 
Before returning here on the staff in 1927, Miss 
Lowenberg taught home economics in high school, at 
Penn College and Missouri Weslyan. She is a member 
of Omicron Nu and Sigma Delta Epsilon. 
EDITH M. SUNDERLIN, instructor, is known as 
the "Story Lady" in Iowa and neighboring states 
through her WOI radio program for preschool chil-
dren three days of the week. 
From Iowa State she received her bachelor's degree 
in 1924 and from the University of Iowa, a master of 
arts degree in 1931. Before coming back to her alma 
mater as a staff member in 1934, she did apprentice 
teaching at Purdue University Nursery School, taught 
in preschools of the University of Iowa and was in 
charge of the Junior League Day Nursery at Cedar 
Rapids. 
Her course on play materials has inspired students 
to create play equipment to be patented. She is a 
member of Psi Chi. 
DR. THOMAS F. VANCE, professor in both Psy-
chology and Child Development Departments, 
(Continued on page r6) 
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Twelve faculty members of this department train 
and counsel future home economics instructors 
graduate students in home 
economics education, her 
particular interest is re-
search. 
A graduate from the U ni-
versity of Nebraska in 1924, 
she received a master's de-
gree from the University of 
Chicago in 1928 and a doc-
torate from Ohio State Uni -
versity in 1938. 
Seated, Aiiss Friant, Miss Lee, Miss Miller, Miss Fallgatter, Miss Everett, Miss Turner, standing, 
Miss Adolph, Miss Olson, Miss Mullikin, Miss Pattison, Miss Kmft, Dr. Chadderdon, and Miss Yule 
convene fm· a staff meeting conducted by Miss Fallgatter in the Firf'jJlace Room of Hom e Economics 
Previous to her arrival at 
Iowa State in 1929, Miss 
Chadderdon supervised stu-
dent teaching at Minnesota 
and Nebraska State Univer-
sities and taught in a Ne-
braska high school for two 
years. She belongs to Omi-
cron Nu, Pi Lambda Theta 
and Phi Kappa Phi. 
FLORENCE A. F ALLGA TTER, professor and head since 1938, came here from Washington, 
D. C., where she was chief of home economics in the 
United States Office of Education. 
She is a native of Iowa, having been born in Rock 
Valley. She was graduated from the Iowa State 
Teachers' College and did her first teaching in the 
high school at Rock Rapids. Later she received a 
bachelor's degree in 1917 from the University of 
Minnesota and a master's degree in 1927 from Teach-
ers' College, Columbia University. 
Miss Fallgatter's broad experience in home eco-
nomics education includes city and state supervising 
as well as high school teaching. Before her appoint-
ment as chief of the education service, she was re-
gional agent for seven years. A member of Phi Upsi-
lon Omicron and Omicron Nu, she is listed in "'!\Tho's 
Who in American Education." 
FLORENCE L. ADOLPH, assistant professor, sup-
ervises student teaching at Sac City. She is one of the 
three supervisors in outlying centers who send stu-
dents back to the campus after six weeks, thoroughly 
enjoying teaching. 
She came to Iowa State in 1938 after teaching 
high school homemaking at Capron, Illinois, and foods 
courses at Pennsylvania State College. Her training 
began at Rockford College where she was graduated 
in 1928 and continued at Columbia University where 
she received a master of arts degree in 1931. Miss 
Adolph is a member of Omicron Nu and Kappa Delta 
Pi. 
DR. HESTER CHADDERDON, progressive in 
viewpoint and practical in application, is an associate 
professor in the department. Major advisor for all 
.January, rg4r 
MARGARET EVERETT, instructor new to the 
department this year, supervises student teachers in 
Panora. 
A graduate of Iowa State in 1933, she received a mas-
ter of science degree here this past year. She has 
taught three years in Iowa high schools and three years 
in Illinois. Miss Everett is a member of Psi Chi. 
REGINA ]. FRIANT, associate professor, came to 
Iowa State in 1923. Her influence is felt in many 
states of the country through her philosophy, basic 
to the course she teaches on the technique of super-
vision. 
She received her training at the University of 
Chicago, where she was given a bachelor of philosophy 
degree in 1916 and a master of arts degree in 1923. 
She taught at Southwest Missouri State Teachers' Col-
lege and was state supervisor in Missouri before 
coming here. 
Miss Friant is co-author of a series of books, "Guide 
to the Teaching of Home Economics." She is a mem-
ber of Phi Upsilon Omicron, Omicron Nu, Pi Lambda 
Theta and Phi Gamma Nu. 
EDNA KRAFT, instructor, demonstrates in her 
work what home economics for boys can mean in a 
high school program. Because of the great demand 
for this work, the course must be restricted to upper-
classmen. 
She received her bachelor of science degree in 1937 
and her master's degree in 1940 from Iowa State. She 
has taught in two Iowa high schools and at the Andrews 
School for Girls at Cleveland, Ohio. Miss Kraft is a 
member of Phi Kappa Phi. 
(Continued on page IJ) 
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The new year brings a slimmer silhouette 
with flattering waistlines says jane Hakes 
narrow skirt bursts into a pleated flounce that is 
shaped carefully into a knee flare to give a grace-
ful silhouette. 
Sometimes bands hold in fullness or pleats 
give that slim restricted look. Often contrast-
ing color in a deep fitted yoke puts a spot-light 
on the hips. 
Peplums also flutter around the hips. They 
may be deep and covering or just a simple pleat-
ing outlining the base of the long bodice. They 
vary in length from two inches to almost a tunic. 
And, speaking of tunics, that overskirt theme 
is your cue to glamour in evening fashions. A 
strictly sheathlike skirt is attached to the bodice 
while fluting is tied around the waist. It is fre-
quently open at the front to reveal the narrower 
line of the sheath. 
The abrupt change from full skirts to nar-
rower ones may not be immediately accepted, Sally lmotl'S that: she'll be a sensa tion at lit e 1·iuk in cheery red boots and 
a dress of snow-white wool, with red knitted bands e111.1Jroidererl w ith flowers so if you wish to avoid the "skimpy" look of the 
altogether simple narrow skirt, Sally advises such 
N O ONE knows from day to day whether there is 
a bulge or a dip in the Balkan frontier so un-
settled are the boundary lines of Europe. There is 
even a question as to whether or not tl1e Italian boot 
will remain the same shape. 
American designers are also responsible for chang-
ing lines and contours. You can scarcely recognize 
the 1941 feminine figure so great is the contrast to 
previous fashion. 
Sally's watchful eye has discovered unusual styles 
for the new year. Most interesting of the design 
trends is the straighter, narrower, slimmer silhouette. 
Shoulders appear narrower, waistlines lower and hips 
leaner. The result is artificiality giving way to natural-
ness. 
It 's all smooth going on shoulders these days. Some 
dresses feature designs running from the neckline over 
the shoulders and down the sleeves to the wrist with 
nary an interruption. Through the elimination of 
extra fullness, and excessive padding at the sleeve, 
designers are preparing us for shoulders that have lost 
their bulkiness. 
There is much talk of "slim bodies" and with this 
long look from bust to below the hip, the break below 
for hemline relief is most important. Sometimes the 
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relief measures as these peplums, tunics and tiers. 
Leisurely lovelies are the new lingerie blouses. They 
are typically lacy, "baby" styles with fine pin tucks, 
removable jabots and tucked and lacy plastrons. Soft 
full shirts are important. 
An outgrowth of the sensational success of the play 
shoe of the past season is the variety of casual shoes. 
Made of linens, saddle leather, buffalo and pigskin, 
low wedges and platforms are an important accessory 
for casual campus wear. 
The derby is expected to crown the college girl's 
head in a short time. Usually in brown or in black, 
it is worn with the familiar mannish camel hair coat, 
anklet-socks and saddle oxfords. 
Softer, fuller shirts top slimmer slacks. This means 
that suit blouses are all going to be blousier through 
the bodice. Long sleeves are cut in correspondingly full 
lines. This blousier cut makes the hips appear slender 
in contrast. 
Your name will be in lights if you wear a sparkling 
new evening sweater in ribbed wool and rayon with 
gold and silver sequins in a huge round monogram. 
Equally striking is a knit wool cardigan in black with 
gilt stripes and a gilt eagle blazing on the pocket. 
Plastrons are a clever way to introduce contrast of 
(Con tinued on page z6) 
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Laura Brenner suggests stimulating the child's 
imagination with a "well balanced diet" of toys 
I T'S NOT the quantity but the kind of loys Lhat determines how happy a child is made. Accord-
ing to one authority in child development, children 
need a "well-balanced diet" of toys. A variety of toys 
is necessary to meet the developmental needs of the 
child. 
The greatest value of a good toy is its help in de-
veloping the child physically and mentally. Building 
blocks, for example, stimulate the imagination of the 
child and encourage initiative. 
A new type block which gives a relatively perma-
nent structure suitable for doll houses or even play 
houses is made with 
interlocking sides. 
Nested blocks in six 
different colors are 
valuable because of 
their many uses by 
different age levels. 
Long before a child 
learns how to "nest" 
lhem, he has used the 
blocks to carry smal-
ler playthings about, 
he places them in ir-
regular rows, puts 
them in wagons or 
even sits upon them. 
Color cones made 
of six or twelve 
rounded discs of 
bright colors that vary 
in diameter by only 
three-sixteenths of an 
inch, are excellent in 
developing· the child's 
size discrimination as 
well as the finer mus-
cles of the hand. The 
child must learn to 
select the right discs 
to build the cone. An 
appreciation of color 
values is gained. 
A new type of peg 
board is designed as 
a pull wagon and con-
tains pairs of ball, cylinder and cube shapes. The child 
is given an opportunity to become acquainted with 
various forms through matching. He must insert 
dowels in holes bored in the cart, and then place the 
six forms on top. This process develops manipulative 
skill. 
The push toy used to encourage a child to take 
his first steps has been redesigned for greater play 
value. Two series of colored discs are arranged so 
that they form a double color cone. The old type 
of push cart had but one use while this new toy can 
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be taken apart and put back together again, as well 
as be pushed about. 
Not to be forgotten in any list of toys is the baby 
rattle. R eplacing the celluloid type of rattle is one 
made of a rubber ball containing small beads or bells, 
attached to a handle. The toy can be used for pound-
ing and is valuable for its aid in developing the 
larger muscles of the hand and arm. 
A toy called "Flip-Flop" has proved interesting to 
the toddler. It is a pull toy which will flop around in 
any position and always right itself. 
Beautifully constructed wooden toys which are 
Toys are important for development of muscles as well as the 
mind. Boys love to cli111b a wood 01· steel st1·ucture like this 
strong and durable are made to resemble horses, tiny 
lrucks, buses, automobiles, trains and boats. 
"Wind-up" mechanical toys which can be put to but 
one useful purpose are not desirable. The best toy 
lends itself to a variety of uses. New toys on the 
market are gay with color. Bright red, yellow, blue or 
green is preferable to pale pinks and blues and is much 
more likely to catch the child's attention. 
7 
WHAT ' s NEW IN 
Textiles and Clothing 
A PROCESS has been developed to prevent shrink-
age or stretching of fabrics made of viscose type 
continuous-filament or spun rayon yarns. Fabrics 
treated by this process do not develop any la tent def-i -
ciencies such as brittleness or odors. 
1C 
Fabric fibers may be protected from mildew and 
kept actively antiseptic for a long period of time with 
use of a chemical compound. 
1C 
Bridge table covers which have been treated with a 
water r epellent finish can be left in place while serving 
refreshments without risk of harm from spilled drinks 
or food. The process makes the covers resistant to ab-
sorption without altering the original appearance. 
1C 
A process, known as the "Napenize" treatment, 
makes fabrics resistant to mildew and mold. It is 
recommended chiefly for use on cotton fabrics 
which are to be subj ected to outdoor exposure. 
1C 
A sheet with a linen-like finish r esults from 
the application of alkali-soluble cellulose ethers. 
Laboratory tests made have shown that such 
sheets have the following qualities: luxurious ap-
pearance, increased wear, retention of cri spness 
and firmness after repeated washings, reduced 
tendency toward shrinkage, absence of linting, 
elimination of need for starch after laHndering-
and elimination of loss of weight in laundering. 
1C 
Fireproof clothing is being perfected by the 
combination of two syntheti c resins which to-
gether give a permanent flam eproof finish . The 
problem of dyeing, printing and finishing of rab-
rics treated in this way is under stud y. 
1C 
Fabrics made of soy bean fibers have 80 per-
cent of the strength of wool, do not wet as easi I y 
as wool and can be blended with wool and co tton 
fibers. 
1C 
Moth proof fabri cs are available to the con-
sumer as a result of a ch emical treatment applied 
to the goods during the manufacturing process. 
A colorless acid dye is applied which loses only 
four or five percent of its concentration in clean-
ing processes and is absolutely sun fast. 
1C 
R-54 is the name of a fiber which research 
chemists claim will blend harmoniously with 
rabbit fur in making high quality hats. Fift y- two 
fibers of every type were tried . The 53rd was 
8 
made from casein which h as a fine diameter and the 
necessary filtering power to make a good hat fiber. 
The manufacturers predi ct that two million pounds 
of the fiber can be u sed annually for head wear. 
The crimp in the thread gives the springy action 
which is the secret of the crush-resisting quali ty of the 
synthetic material, tecca. In addition to eliminating 
frequent pressing, it may be used for basis of an all 
year wardrobe. lt blends with silk, wool, cotton or 
viscose rayon and offers almost limitless texture 
varieties. 
ChildTen taught art undeT thr themy thn.l thf' least instruction 
is the best m·e allowed to express themselves in accordance with 
their ideas and in the medium of their choice. Playthings which 
are righ t in color such as blocks and beads m·e educational fun 
The I ow a H omemaker 
OME ECONOMICS 
Foods and Nutrition 
~PICE co_mbined _with gelat~nized star~h i~ a method 
(2) for umformly mcorporatmg seasonmg mto foods. 
This seasoning composition does not cake, even though 
the gelatinized starch attracts moisture, nor does it 
require any further agent to retain the volatile essences. 
It is also claimed to be particular! y adapted to use in 
soups and gravies since the starch acts as a thickening 
agent. 
Those of you who love your meat extra tender and 
well done beware! Dr. Arthur H. Smith, head of the 
physiological chemistry department at Wayne Uni-
versity in Detroit, has proved that the biologic value 
of the protein is decreased when prolonged heating at 
high temperatures is used. Casein suffers a decrease 
in biologic value when exposed to dry heat at 140 de-
grees for half an hour. 
Experiments have confirmed that canning is not 
destructive to vitamin A, and only a small loss is evi-
dent in vitamin B. Vitamin C is readily affected by 
heat, washing and storage, but canned foods have an 
advantage since they demand the shortest time between 
picking and canning. Vitamin D has a high stability 
to heat. Experimental work showed that no destruc-
tion takes place during canning. 
~ 
Potato peeling is eliminated if one buys potato 
shreds packaged in transparent cellulose bags and 
easily made into a snowy pile of mashed potatoes in 
seven minutes. The water which ordinarily has 
constituted 80 per cent of the cost of potato ship-
ment has been previously removed, thus saving 
excessive transportation fees. 
A restaurant found a direct application of 
color principle in using green plates for salads 
to attract more buyers. The same establishment 
found that colored walls had a more pleasing 
effect on appetites than white walls. 
~ 
Soybean flour improves the texture, bright-
ness of crust and keeping quality of ordinary 
white bread. It may be also used as a binder in 
sausage manufacture and in special dietary food 
products. 
Household Equipment 
A SOAP substitute that makes it unnecessary to pour a large quantity of soap flakes into 
hard water in order to have sufficient suds has 
a scientific formula which gives it extra strength 
and makes it immune to hard water, acids or 
alkali. 
A boon to farm homemakers is the butter 
churn auacl~ment to an electric mixer. It fastens 
to the beater spindles and churns about one and 
three-quarters pounds of butter in ll minutes. 
~ 
Considerable disease is spread by improperly 
washed dishes, as evidenced by recent investiga-
tions which showed the presence of streptococci 
and trench mouth bacteria on beverage glasses 
washed in a common receptacle. Scraping the 
dishes first decreases the number of bacteria. The 
suds water should be at a temperature of 120°F. 
which is high enough to melt fats, yet will not 
coagulate albumin. Rinse water of 180°F. is 





Men use homemaking training as well as women 
in the modern home today states Eleanor White 
T ODAY, more than ever before, there is need to train men as well as women for the task of 
homemaking. A man once worked from daylight to 
dark. Now, with shorter hours, he's bound to spend 
more time at home. 
It is realized more and more that such courses as 
psychology in the home and family and personal 
finance, formerly deemed necessary only for girls, are 
just as imperative for boys. More time at home for 
father means greater time with the children. Men 
must understand the principles of child psychology 
if they are to successfully assist in their upbringing. 
If there is to be happy home life, harmony and 
unity, men must develop an interest in the home. They 
must be able to share the problems of home manage-
ment. 
Some persons have felt that boys can become suffi-
ciently familiar with the workings of a home in their 
boyhood. But not every boy has a happy home life. 
Often parents themselves lack the training to set a 
good example. They have not kept abreast of prog-
ress in the world, or they are not skilled in offering 
advice to their children. Therefore, the schools must 
supplement the home in this training. 
Extensive studies and investigations have been made 
by noted educational authors, state and national 
officers of education and individuals writing theses on 
this subject for their master degrees. Without excep-
tion such studies have shown that extending specific 
instruction in home training to boys would be of great 
value in bettering American home life. 
Proof of increased male interest in homemaking is 
the fact that approximately 30,000 boys are registered 
in home economics courses in public high schools of 
the United States. 
Over twenty-four courses of study have been de-
veloped by high schools over the country, each type 
developed only after a request was made by the boys 
themselves. Of these courses five seem to have proven 
most popular. They are the courses in human and 
home relations, personal development, clothing, nu-
trition and family and personal finance. 
The personal development courses include manners 
and , personality. The boys are made aware of the 
fact that good health plays a major part in their per-
IO 
These boys have enrolled in a high school home economics 
~ne and are anxious lo ol1/ain some basic food knowledge 
~onality. Thus they develop a desire to study good 
health habits and find methods of acquiring them. 
In class discussion they realize that their appear-
ance is the first cue to their personality. They want 
to know how to be neatly and suitably dressed. It is 
strange that men have not previously received help. A 
short stout boy has the same right to know that he 
should avoid plaid suits with belt and yoke as a girl 
of similar stature has to be warned against full skirted 
dresses with puffed sleeves and ruffles. 
The boys' clothing courses now offer instruction in 
choosing garments that are suitable to the individual's 
build and personality both in color and in style. Op-
portunities for studying fabrics enable them to know 
durable, suitable and inexpensive clothing materials. 
Good grooming classes include such topics as removal 
of spots, cleaning and pressing of trousers, ties and 
coats, care and washing of sweaters, care of hats, 
shoes and leather. 
Courses in family and personal finance for the most 
part aim to make a young man a more intelligent 
buyer. A study of the methods of buying and the 
basis for selecting foods and other household commo-
dities is made. Boys receive training in methods of 
judging quality so as to reduce operating expenses. 
To develop understanding of the need for proper 
planning for a family, they are allowed to study their 
family's budgets. The boys are thus able to figure for 
themselves just what part of the family income is 
used for them as long as they are dependent. They 
gain an appreciation of the amount of money on 
which it is safe to marry and decide upon a fair method 
of handling money in the home. 
Home and human relations courses suggest ways to 
make home life worthwhile. Study centers around the 
boy and his relation to his family, friends and society. 
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Iowa State's N arne 
Margaret A nne Clark says foreign students are 
drawn to Iowa Stale by home economics courses 
FOUR TEEN women have travel-
ed far from their native lands 
to work, study and play at Iowa 
State College. Several of them are 
mastering the English language as 
they continue their study. Others, 
who have been raised in English 
speaking countries, do not have this 
initial difficulty. 
From Tokyo, the land "east of the 
sun," comes Shizue Oda, a foods and 
nutrition graduate student. Miss 
Oda, who has been a staff member 
of the Imperial Institute for Re-
search in Foods and Nutrition for 10 
years, has recently compiled a book 
of 500 menus printed in Japanese 
characters. She developed these 
menus according to a theory of nu-
tritional standards applicable to the 
varied needs and incomes of the 
Japanese population. 
Maria Caminong, a home eco-
nomics junior, has been here five 
months on leave of absence from the 
Philippine Women's University at 
Manila. She is one of four women 
Some members of the group of wom en who co111e to Iowa State from far -away are, left to 
right, Miss Briscoe , Miss Oda, Mrs. Payawal, Miss Cami11ong, Miss Roberts, Miss McNabb 
on the campus this year from the Philippines. Coming 
from the same school, these women chose Iowa State 
because the daughter of their president had been here 
and recommended it for home econom ics training. 
Mrs. Soledad Ramos Payawal, a foods chemistry 
graduate student, came here from the Philippines in 
July at the recommendation of a cousin who once 
studied on the campus for a quarter. With her young 
son, she plans to return to her native islands to assume 
a teaching position. 
Mrs. Florence Pen Ho, holds one of the National 
Home Economics Club fellowships. In 1935 she came 
to America from western China, receiving a master's 
degree from the University of Toronto. She is work-
ing on a problem concerning the effect or relationship 
of the protein in the diet to the death of pregnant 
rats and their litte'rs due to pregnancy toxemia. 
· This disease is highly fatal, and by her work she 
hopes to establish a relationship to the human situa-
tion in China, where much pork is eaten, and the 
mortality rate due to pregnancy toxemia is extremely 
high. When her work is completed, she will return 
to China with her husband, who is a plant pathology 
graduate student here. 
Betty Clay's home is Crjstobal, Canal Zone. She is 
a sophomore majoring in applied art. Jacqueline 
Briscoe, a senior in home economics, is also from 
Cristobal. Her ambition is to become a commercial 
dietitian. 
Antonia and Virginia Cerame came this fall from 
the only university in Puerto Rico. Virginia is study-
ing home economics education, and Antonia, con-
sumer economics. The sisters heard of Iowa State 
from students who attended last year and returned 
to their native country. The Cerames expect to go 
back to Puerto Rico after they have received degrees. 
Dorothy Lefebvre, a foods and nutrition graduate 
student, came here last year on a scholarship awarded 
her by the Canadian Federation of University Wom-
en, an organization comparable to our American 
Association of University Women. Her home is at 
Cymric, Saskatchewan, Canada, and she received her 
bachelor's degree from the University of Saskatchewan 
in 1938. For her graduate thesis, she plans to make 
a study concerning albumin. 
A United States citizen whose home is in Honolulu, 
is Antoinette Bardwell, a senior in home economics 
education. She studied at Kamehameha School of 
Girls before coniing here. Her mother teaches in 
Honolulu and she intends to follow in her footsteps. 
Mary , Roberts' soft accent is explained by the fact 
that she has lived many years in Southern Rhodesia, 
South Africa. A home economics junior, Miss Rob-
erts says she came here because of Iowa State's inter-
national reputation for competent graduates. 
Lucy Lewis, a home economics sophomore from 
Hamilton, Ontario, is combining her interest in text-
iles and clothing with study towards a major in 
education. Another Canadian is Margaret McNabb, 
a child development graduate student, whose home 
is in East Coulee, Alberta. 
II 
A graduate student in child development) Mar-
tha Ericson, describes her nursery school work 
I MAGINE being asked if the radio tower touches the sky or what makes the flowers grow. Such 
queries ring a familiar note in the ears o£ the graduate 
student teachers in the Child Development Depart-
ment. 
Campus people are accustomed to seeing nursery 
school teachers trekking out to the little red building 
beyond Chemistry. In cold weather, most of the 
teachers wear so many clothes that one is sometimes 
convinced that none but the tubbiest ever aspire to 
teach nursery school. 
In the hall of the school, a graduate student stops 
each morning and glances at the thermometer, studies 
the sky to see if it looks like rain, or inspects the 
ground to discover how damp it is. If conditions are 
favorable for taking the children outdoors, the reason 
for her multitude of ski-pants, galoshes, scarves and 
mittens is obvious. 
The graduate student has daily routine tasks to be 
performed. She checks which students are scheduled 
I2 
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for laboratories, sees if the clay and paint are in 
usable condition, if there's enough wood on the work 
bench or if there's paper for drawing and painting. 
She checks the ventilation, the room temperature and 
looks for drafts. She glances at the plans for the week, 
notes which songs or stories are to be used, and tries 
to remember all the details of what the day's activities 
should include. 
By this time, the children are beginning to arrive 
and are gathering in the front hall to wait for the 
nurse's inspection. If they are free from runny noses, 
or other signs of illness, they are ready to go outdoors. 
A small group of children start out with the 
teacher and help with the arrangement of equip-
ment. There are low boards for the littlest ones to 
walk, and boxes, ladders and slides for the bigger 
ones. Out come the wagons and tricycles, shovels, 
rakes or sleds, depending on the season and the 
weather. 
The teacher stands a little apart from the children, 
observing their behavior and the action and inter-
action that goes on among them. Alert to what is go· 
ing on in the play-yard, she stands ready to give help 
where help is needed. 
When the children are ready to come indoors, there 
follows what is sometimes a lengthy process of re-
moving snow-suits, galoshes, leggings and rubbers. In 
the playroom the teacher again stays in the back-
ground, guiding the activities of the children by sug-
gestions, a question or a smile. 
There are various materials for the children to use 
such as blocks, motor toys, clay, paint, wood and 
crayons. Helping the children to get out materials 
guiding them in their use, helping them with the 
Ice Crea~J'L) ... 
The queen of 
foods the year 
aro.und-Delicious 
smooth, velvety! 
Delivery- Phone 62 
O'Neil Dairy Company 
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mastery of technics-all of this is part of the graduate 
student's job. 
Then comes the time for resting. The children 
gather up their toys or materials, put them away and 
stop for a glass of fruit juice. The children go up-
stairs, where each child has his cot for mid-morning 
rest. 
Resting time over, they go down to the playroom 
for a story or for music. Clean and shining,. they are 
ready to eat. 
The noon meals which the children eat are served 
in the annex dining room. One of the graduate stu-
dent members of the staff is responsible for the prepar-
ation of the food. She has charge of the kitchen and 
the undergraduate students who come to help with 
the food preparation. 
Using the menus which have been planned by Miss 
Miriam Lowenberg, assistant professor, she orders the 
food and makes out daily work-sheets for the students 
to use. Someone must scrape the carrots, or start the 
stew; others must mash potatoes or watch the custard. 
One of the most appealing scenes in nursery school 
is the children's dinner time. Watch the concentration 
with which each child carries his dinner plate to the 
serving table and brings back his dessert. See the 
faces after chocolate pudding. Listen to the dinner-
table conversation between children and teachers. 
Dinner over, another washing and putting on of 
outdoor clothing and away go the children with a 
wave of the hand and "Goodbye, see you tomorrow!" 
Although the nursery school day has finished for the 
children, there's much more for the graduate student 
to do. There are records to keep on materials used 
by the children and the amount of food they consumed. 
There is a discussion with the head teacher as to 
how the morning has gone, and what shall be done 
tomorrow. Finally off goes the graduate student to a 
class- psychology for some, dietetics for some, bac-
teriology for others. For those who are writing theses, 
to the library or to a conference. 
Saturday mornings bring staff meetings when the 
graduate students meet with other staff members to 
discuss plans for the department, new courses to be 
scheduled, speakers for special occasions and special 
problems of individual children. 
Keeping in good physical condition is important to 
the nursery school teacher. No teacher may stay in 
school with a cold because of the need for many close 
contacts with the children. 
Some think that the nursery school teacher has need 
of what might be called the "wholesomely split person-
ality," for she must serve as musician, artist, nurse, 
psychologist and mother. 
Ice Cream 
(Cqntinued from page 3) 
visited Iowa State several years ago, a special "royal 
flavor" was developed for a luncheon served in their 
honor. It was golden yellow, butter toasted, almond 
parfait. 
Molded ice cream makes a festive dish for special 
occasions. Some of the popular molds are roses, foot-
balls, turkeys, flowers and fruit. Washington's birth-
day may find the hatchet form popular, while ice 
cream hearts are featured for St. Valentine's day. 
Ice cream also creates eye-appeal through color. 
Color is always carefully added, for too much or too 
little can ruin the product's sales appeal. Alma Mater 
colors of cardinal and gold were featured in a special 
january, I94I 
homecoming brick made by the ice cream department. 
It consisted of strawberry ice cream and golden par-
fait. 
The process of stenciling colored whipped cream on 
ice cream as a design, then freezing it to form a per-
manent pattern, was developed at Iowa State. The 
stencils are cut in transparent plastic and the whipped 
cream smoothed over while yet soft. Freezing the 
product at a low temperature for about 30 seconds 
results in a finished design. 
Cleaning 
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A NY young man will appreciate Manners Mahe Men (Witan, $1.00). The Kansas University 
chapter of a social organization, known as the 'Vitan, 
wrote this and a companion book, Lady Lore, for Mid-
western college men and women. Most social situa-
tions one is likely to encounter are covered. Thumb-
nail sketches emphasize some of the points discussed. 
To perfect your tea technique, the author advises you 
to "Move rapidly, quietly, missing no one. Never 
loiter long in one place. Above all, leave." 
+: 
RUTH WYETH SPEARS offers to give that old 
rocker in your room a new lease on life in Home 
Decoration With Fabric and Thread (Barrows, $2.50). 
The book gives detailed instructions for making such 
home furnishings as slip covers, curtains and linens. 
The subtitle should read "Transformations on a Bud-
get," because the author tells how to keep costs down 
and still add charm, gaiety and efficiency to every 
room. You will find the dictionary of fabrics used in 
home decoration especially useful. 
+: 
I F IT bothers your thrifty soul to throw away the 
attractive tops from old lipstick cases, read Minia-
ture Flower Arrangement (Little Flower Studio, $2.00) 
and start collecting them instead. Edith Mason and 
Edith Waas make the collection of miniature con-
tainers sound as fascinating as the arrangements 
themselves. Such articles as corn cob pipes, tiny ash 
trays, poker chips and tops from sample cold cream 
jars are ideas for flower bases. The authors offer such 
suggestions as miniature flower arrangements for in-
expensive table decorations or a guest's breakfast tray. 
-Marjorie Thomas 
Education Department 
(Continued from page 5) 
MARYS. LYLE, associate professor, is a recognized 
leader in adult education. She is doing a dissertation 
in that field as a doctorate candidate at Ohio U ni-
versity. After receiving a bachelor's degree from Pur-
due in 1921, she headed home economics at Hardin 
Junior College for Women at Mexico, Missouri, for 
two years. 
Coming to Iowa State as a Fellow, she received her 
master's degree in 1924 and went to Oregon State 
College as critic-teacher for two years. From 1926 to 
1929 she headed the Home Economics Education De-
partment at Wyoming University and concurrently 
was state supervisor until 1930 when she came to Iowa 
State College. 
CORA B. MILLER, former head of the Home Eco-
nomics Education Department, was appointed to that 
position in 1919. Though spending only part time 
on the campus now as professor, she continues to share 
her philosophy of home economics education with 
majors of the department. 
Miss Miller's experience in education includes ll 
years of high school teaching and five years of super-
vision of home economics at Fort Dodge. In 1899 she 
The Iowa Homemaker 
was graduated from Beloit College; in 1909 she re-
ceived a diploma from Bradley Polytechnic and in 
1924 a master of arts degree from the University of 
Chicago. 
Miss Miller is one of the three co-authors in the de-
partment of the book, "A Guide to the Teaching of 
Home Economics." She is a member of Phi Kappa 
Phi, Omicron Nu and Phi Upsilon Omicron. 
GLADYS T. OLSON, assistant professor, supervises 
aspiring teachers at Story City. A thoroughly Iowa 
State person, she was graduated here in 1926, came 
back in 1935 and received her master of science degree 
in 1936. 
She has taught in three Iowa high schools, at the 
Warren Harding Junior High School at Des Moines 
and during summer session at Colorado State College 
in Fort Collins. 
MATTIE PATTISON, assistant professor, new to 
the department this year, is consultant to the state 
curriculum program in Iowa. She received her bache-
lor of science degree from Washington State College 
in 1919, a master of arts degree in 1931 from the 
University of Chicago and is now working toward her 
doctorate from that institution. 
She taught home economics at Spokane, Washing-
ton, and has been supervisor of home economics edu-
cation for that city as well as for the state of Wash-
ington. She was also itinerant teacher trainer at Michi-
gan State College. Miss Pattison is a member of 
Omicron Nu, Mortar Board and Pi Lambda Theta. 
MARCIA E. TURNER, associate professor working 
in teacher education, recognizes and meets individual 
needs of the high school girls. Graduating from Kan-
sas State College in 1917, she received a master's de-
gree from the 'university of Chicago two years later 
and came to Iowa State College as an instructor. She 
has taught in Kansas high schools and d irected home 
economics in the city schools of Port Arthur, Texas. 
Formerly editm; of the Kansas State College Alum-
nus, she enjoys writing and is one of the three co-
authors of "A Guide to the Teaching of Home Eco-
nomics." Miss Turner is a member of Omicron Nu. 
She is listed in "American Women." 
MARIO T YULE divides her interest in many areas 
of home economics education. After graduating from 
South Dakota State in 1924, Miss Yule taught voca-
tional homemaking in three South Dakota high 
schools. At Volga she supervised student teachers 
from the state college. 
In 1939 she received her master of science from 
Iowa State and remained here as an instructor. She 
is a member of Phi Kappa Phi. 
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1n the News 
A LICE ANDERSON, '26, who began work early in December in Floyd and Mitchell counties, and 
Terese Bodensteiner, located in Clarke and Decatur 
counties, are new home demonstration agents. 
Sears Roebuck, Chicago, has recently employed Mary 
Gardner, '40, as comparison shopper. Marian Gutz, 
'39, is with the Farm Security Administration, Green-
field. 
Helen Jane Mendenhall has become assistant dieti-
tian of State Hospital, Clarinda. Carol Powell, '40, is 
now working in the YMCA cafeteria in St. Louis. 
Mrs. Beth Bailey McLean, M. S. '33, who is in 
charge of the Home Economics Division of Swift 
and Company, has as her assistant Emma Francesia, 
'32. Miss Francesia will carry on promotional and 
contact work, experimental testing and research with 
the new bland lard. 
Mary Joe Baer, '39, is county supervisor for the 
Homemaking Project in Muscatine, under the NYA. 
Minerva King, '38, returned from Turkey in June 
where she taught in Istanbul College, and is now 
employed in the home service department of the 
Milwaukee Gas-Light Company, Milwaukee. 
- Bette SirnjJson 
Child Development 
(Continu ed from jmgc 4) 
"preaches" a philosophy of parent-child relationship 
which he himself practices. 
He rece.ived a bachelor of arts degree at Coe College 
in 1909 and from the University of Iowa, a master of 
arts degree in 1911, and a doctorate in 1913. He 
came to Towa State in 1914, and since 1927 has been 
professor in child development with responsibilities 
of parent education, psychological study of children 
and direction of research. 
He has written for several professional journals on 
many phases of child psychology. He is a member o[ 
Phi Kappa Phi, Psi Chi and Sigma Xi. 
New Silhouette 
(Continued from page 6) 
printed or embroidered fabrics. In this half-in-half 
fashion, Sally sees the front of a dress in one color 
and the back in another. Frequently sleeves are con-
trasting. 
The up-to-date dirndl has a slimmer character to 
the skirt which gives that straight line correct for 
this season. It has gathers and pleats at the front and 
back only, with straight slim sides and longer bodice. 
The Peacock Silhouette features fullness swept to 
the center back for evening wear in a reversed apron 
or tunic affair. 
Let it be spring under your winter coat in a pastel 
or jewel-toned wool dress. A clever date dress boasts 
metal taffeta with confetti dots on black or clan plaid 
shot with gold. 
The Iowa Homemaker 
From Journalistic 
• "\Vaste not, want not," would seem to be the motto 
of the manufacturer of a new candy feature . It con-
sists of a hard chocolate stick with a hollow center filled 
with a malt mixture. To eat the candy one stirs the 
stick in a glass of milk, the malt dissolves and yields 
malted milk. The stick then serves as a straw. \¥hen 
the drink is finished one merely eats the straw. 
• To conserve tin for use in warfare, England has 
placed a ban on the use of tin containers for shaving 
soaps, cigarettes, sweets, cocoa and numerous other 
products. For the duration of the war these products 
will be sold in waxed paper containers. Other goods 
including soups, fruits, vegetables, condensed milk 
and pipe tobacco will not be sold in small size tins . 
• Breaking in new shoes for people is the occupation 
of a score of women in New York City. Their shoe 
sizes range from 2-AAA to 10-E and they limber up 
approximately 500 pairs a ·week at three to four 
dollars a "break-in." How will you have your shoes-
well broken or just the stiffness taken out? 
- Ruth Jensen 
Index to Advertisers 
These advertisers are making it possible for you 
to read the Homemaker each month. You may show 
your appreciation by patronizing them. 
Ames Dress Club ................... ....................................... 15 
Ames Laundry .............................................................. .. 12 
Ames Pantorium .................. ...... .. .................................. 16 
Boyer Collegetown Studio .... .... ... .................. .... ......... 14 
Carr Hardware Co . ................................................ ........ 14 
Carter Press ...... .. ...................... ........................................ 14 
Cownie Furs ..... ............... . ... ...... .. ...... .. ... ..... . ... ...... .......... 17 
Goodyear Shoe Shop .... ...... ... ....... ....... ............... .. . . ... ..... 13 
Hill's Studio ..... .. .................................................. ........... 13 
J udisch Bros. .... .... ... ... .............. ........ .. ... ... ........ ......... .. . .. .. 12 
Lila B. Fromm ........................................ .......................... 13 
Lindquist Cleaners .............. ... ..... .................................. 13 
L-Way Cafe .................... ... .. ................... ......... ................. 13 
Memorial Union .............................................................. 15 
Moore Bros. Dairy .. .... .. .. ......... ... ......................... ........ ... 15 
O'Neil's Dairy ........ .............................. .......................... 12 
Stephenson's ..... .. .... ............................................... ............ 16 
Western Grocer Co. ...... .............. .................................. 18 
Y ounkers .... ..... .. . . .. ... .............. ..... .... ..... .... ...... .. ...... ...... .... 18 
Dorothy Norgaard, Gamma Phi Beta and 
candidate for Bomb Beauty, sketched in a 
Sealine-Dyed-Coney Coat. 
During our January Selling you will find 
our stock complete and prices to reach a 
college budget. 
Prices range from $59 and up. 
510 MARKET ST. 
Two blocks South of the Court House Just 
off Fifth Ave. 







And There's a Decided 
Trend to Younkers fer 
the Best Selection 
Sweaters and skirts have their place on 
campus, but for extra-curricular activities, 
put on one of the new blacks or pastel 
crepes. Touched up with glittering jewelry, 
bits of lace, white on collar and cuffs, add-
ing to the softer details their tucking, gores 
and pleats give. Young, sophisticated, 
dressed up! 
You'll find hundreds of them right now in 
our Second Floor Dress Shop . . . and be 
sure to look for the new dots and prints 
arriving daily. A splendid 19· 9 5 
selection awaits you at . . . . 
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